
West Parish Science Park Concepts
Scope and Sequence for Grades 3, 4 and 5

Introduction

Create a simple map of the site that students can label with name of the play equipment and the simple machine it repre-
sents. ex: swings = pendulum, seesaw = lever.  Give each class a general tour and an introduction to what is in the park. 
Combine with a scavenger hunt activity. 

Pendulums

3 - Describe motion - back and forth. Demonstrate this motion on Grandfather clock for time keeping, swing bobs.
4 - Test period of 3 swing pendulums with stop watch - Introduce Galileo and clocks; create simple worksheets to fill in
5 - Test in-class pendulum equipment with worksheets; study Grandfather clock - pendulum, weights, and gears

Levers

3 - Describe motion - up and down; name different parts (fulcrum) of a lever; show handtruck as a lever; make a simple 
lever with a knife edge block and pennies as weights. Find balance point and note position of fulcrum and lever bars.
4 - Introduce seesaw as a lever and spring bridge - conduct simple experiments with custom worksheets - use spirit level. 
Introduce many other types of levers: handtruck, baseball bat, crowbar, pliers
5 - Introduce mechanical advantage, gravity and center of mass - conduct experiments with in-class lever and weight set

Incline Plane, Gravity, Friction and Ball Drop

3 - Introduce concept of gravity and friction and how it affects falling objects. Weigh different balls and drop from boat 
and roll down from incline plane/slide (need to build launch gate). Place different materials on plane to produce friction.
4 - Discuss Newton’s laws and forces, inertia and friction - give examples of how people use inclined planes - from moun-
tain switchbacks to wheel chair ramps.
5 - Experiment with Incline Plane and Friction equipment - create worksheets, experiment with marble roll and stopwatch 
- see equipment - discuss falling weight in grandfather clock

Spinners

3 - Demonstrate round and round motion, relate to planets traveling around sun, demonstrate spinning wheels and forces - 
experiment with spinning tops and gyroscopes - poss tops curriculum funded this spring by Gloucester School Connection
4 - Experiment with spinners and weights and arms in or out - note how speed of rotation increases when arms are pulled 
in. Also experiment with ball release - relate to Newton’s laws of inertia.
5 - Relate forces of spinners to motion of planets around sun and simple formula of mvr = mvr. If the mass is constant and 
the radius is reduced, the velocity must increase. Discuss Kepler and planetary motion - earth speeds up in its orbit around 
sun when it is nearer the sun in the winter - create worksheets
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Gears

3 - Introduce transfer of motion from turning wheels with gear teeth. How many times does big wheel turn vs. little wheel 
- make simple worksheet - introduce how gears help people do work
4 - Experiment with fish - create simple worksheet = # of teeth on gear, number of wheel turns, number of fish moved.
5 - Experiment with bicycle gears and gear ratios. Create worksheet - number of gear cogs, gear ratio and distance travel 
by bicycle given an equal number of pedal turns. Discuss gears in grandfather clock.

Pulleys

3 - Introduce pulley systems - simple and complex - simple use bucket and rope to lift water out of a well. Complex pulley 
to lift heavy weights - more ropes - Describe motion transfer from circular wheel to up and down motion
4 - Discuss mechanical advantage - create worksheets to use with pulley towers - # of turns vs. distance traveled
5 - Experiment with in-class pulley systems equipment - develop worksheets

Air Power

3 - Introduce concept of air and air molecules - blow on pinwheels and hand - force of air molecules - turn wheels to lift 
styrofoam and ping pong balls by air power.
4 - Discuss air pressure and Air Lifter - worksheets to record # of turns/distance lifted in each tube. Discuss differences.
5 - Newton’s Law - Action/Reaction with Air Rocket - worksheet to measure force and distance traveled - experiment with 
changing angle, changing force and distance. Discuss how air rocket works.

Sound

3 - Discuss different sounds we hear and how sounds are produced. Demonstrate Organ pipes and PVC tubes sound.  
Demonstrate that vibrations of air make sounds. Show tuning fork vibrations. Experiment with different length tubes (see 
boom tubes and tone drums in curriculum). Show the relationship between length of tube, pitch and frequency. Demon-
strate how the ear hears sounds.
4 - Experiment with Bell in jar with air and without air. Demonstrates that a medium is needed for sound to travel.
5 - Use Chromatic Tuner to record frequencies of organ pipes on worksheet. Use Octave tuning fork set to hear and see 
vibrations of each pitch in an octave. Create worksheets to use with Chromatic Tuner. Record frequency of each note in an 
octave.

Light

3 - Experiment with Mirrors and Prisms - Demonstrate how light can be reflected, refracted (rainbows) or absorbed. Dem-
onstrate how objects are magnified by different types of lens. Show Frensel Lens and Gels on Sound Boat.
4 - Show sundial on table. Record clock time and position of shadow on table. Place markers and retest. After several tri-
als paint hour lines and times. Relate to earth and sun in space.
5 - Layout a  large sundial on playground and paint

Contour Map

3 - Locate and place pins with flags on different Gloucester locations.
4 - Show a paper topographic map and orient with wooden map. Pin flags with elevations on different locations.
5 - Create a contour map of the nature trail using trudle wheel, compass and altimeter.


